There is a “who” missing in the first line of your poor explanation of the “$ hit list” [sic] that Marie and I have suggested a long time ago should “go in and out with the tide”; not to mention you could have used the time it took you to write to paul Edwards and Co. who all give you the same bs response to get some programming help if you needed it, and while waiting to follow through on our other suggestion to have all of mostly Marie’s sayings placed on the homepage on just3ants.com in an interesting-creative way you would then find the time stop bothering to write your dribble and just provide a summary if necessary of everything Marie and I have written, again in an interesting way; to mention little of how all the time you have spent and continue to spend with internet dating websites finding one “lost soul” and their family, one after the next, you could have gone to a university cafeteria and/or library even if only to found at the end of the earth, and got people truly searching for truth, not just dribbling those words to assist.

I am now very hungry.

Furthermore, the explanation needs to be a whole lot more refined; in other words, let me try and remember Marie’s words, which of course you would forget were it not about to be placed in black and white,

“The reasons they choose to ignore... in the end it upsets their happy little Norman Rockwell lifestyle ... they prefer to remain in the “status quo”... they prefer denial because they think they can escape as the loose gets tighter and tighter. They are all selfish –shellfish that is why the fish is so good.”

And if you think I am losing my patience while enjoying some of the greatest surfing I have seen in a while right in front of the cliff house, just got back from the most invigorating walk with my awesomely athletic so beyond belief sexy wife with the most tantalizing underwear, you are 110% correct.

Do you think it would help you stay on track if I not only had a fat, ugly wife but one as stupid as your ex-wife and mother?

What do you think of Harley Davidson bike riders all fatsos looking alike and even the skinny lean ones who are of course non-existent are also so non-athletic – thank God for Ducati motorcycle riders.

My God, you have already forgotten the follow up to Hitler’s “BIG LIE”.
My God, have you already forgotten how very carefully I had “lined up my ducks” before breaking my 24-year deafening silence with De Beers back on November 11\textsuperscript{th}, 2004.

http://www.just3ants.com/emails/debeers/default.shtml

Stop wasting not only your time but much more importantly my time in having to read your “dribble” – right now I have the bubbling on my highly infected baby finger that is increasingly looking gangrenous beginning to dribble on to my spill-resistant fujitsu laptop – typing with 2 fingers – and don’t bother even thinking of telling me another of your dreams that I had both my left and right hand along with my torso, tongue, head, hair blah blah all amputated by a Samurai who escaped the 2 atomic bomb blasts on Japan bearing in mind of course you have thought because I told you so that while the US keeps lying about the “unprovoked” Pearl Harbor attack, the US was long before Dec 7 1941 plotting.

My thinking is that you engage in such absolute waste of time communications with the likes of Paul Edwards and your gutless, crooked, so fearful of the truth, disgusting mother just to preserve your options no different to the rest of the selfish-future shellfish – of course you haven’t even bothered to ask idiots like paul Edwards who might be smarter than the average imbecile American how he thinks I have survived so long.

Marie says I now have to eat as she serves me not only a glass of wine and the most breathtakingly beautiful lunch as she, Jonathan and I look out west toward China.

\textbf{From:} Adam L Tucker \texttt{[mailto:adam@just3ants.com]}
\textbf{Sent:} Sunday, May 18, 2008 11:57 AM
\textbf{To:} 'Paul Edwards'
\textbf{Subject:} RE: TRULY THOUGHT PROVOKING

Paul,

1 year ago I would have considered myself as one of the co-opted, ill-informed, sleepwalking victim of my morally bankrupt/corrupt family enslavement and ingratiated materialistic idiocy.

It all changed when I lost my construction business, and with the help of a close Jewish South African friend who lead me by example on a path of searching for truth. It took me losing everything that I had worked for to realize that it didn’t mean anything; this gave me the perspective to revalue my priorities and search for something that could not be taken from me. Truth; that which does not change.

If you remember post WWI the Weimar Republic was bankrupt, their currency collapsed, and morale broken. Unfortunately they found strength by falsely assigning blame to the Jews, and rebuilt around the “final solution”.

If you visit just3ants.com you will find what we call our "$ Hit List [sic]"
The following list is of people have chosen to ignore right from wrong in an effort to better themselves, with little or no regard for their impact on others. Each member of this list has been confronted and have chosen to turn a blind eye.

These email correspondences are date specific records of who knew what and when they knew it. These records of inaction will provide a historical record of accountability, so that when people are ready to stand up they know where to stand and who to stand behind.

As stated this list which grows all the time is a record of accountability. One of the advantages that we have over the Weimar Republic is that technology has reached such a level that you and I can communicate along with other across the world at the speed of light. So instead of the elite deflecting the spotlight onto immigrants or the scapegoat of the day, people will see a date specific time of who knew what and when, and can hold them accountable, without violence and civil war.

As a writer I’m sure you have realized that history has always been written by the people in power. Dead me tell no tales. This has changed and should bring hope to those that have never before had a voice.

Those bobble heads that you mentioned are politicians; self serving and for the most part play a role in the dynamic that has brought us to this point.

As I mentioned before, as our dollar collapses our money culture will be left with a void, just as I was. If given an alternative to violence, if they can see the examples set by others, they may chose to fill the void with something more positive. It is not for me or to decide who is susceptible to wake up, but it is up to you and I to do as much as we can to share the information we have. This is the responsibility and burden of knowing better. If you chose to set up fort in Montana knowing what you know, you are no better than the politicians, church, or any of our leaders that chose to keep the information to themselves for personal gain.

You would not be surprised to find out that Gary S Gevisser and I have contacted just about every news publication, college paper, etc. and no one is willing to touch his first hand knowledge of DeBeers price fixing on US soil conducted between Stephen Cohen of Codiam Inc. and Martin Rapaport of the RAPAPORT REPORT; which was first presented to New York State’s Attorney General in 2004 with no investigation.

What type of writer are you?

Adam

From: Paul Edwards [mailto:hgmnude@bresnan.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 18, 2008 11:21 AM
To: Adam L Tucker
Subject: Re: TRULY THOUGHT PROVOKING
Adam,

I'm a writer, living in Montana, and I have a few friends who see the reality behind the vile and terminally corrupt pr sham. and fiscal House of Usher, that is America today.

As to educating this people I believe it to be impossible. The makeup of America is about 50% genetically stupid, and fiercely, angrily ignorant underclass of rednecks and hillbillies, 48% co-opted, ill-informed, sleepwalking victims of corporate enslavement and engrafted materialistic idiocy, and the rest of us have neither access nor power to affect or even reach either group. How influential are Moyers, Chomsky, Nader, Kucinich, or for that matter, even John Edwards, Kevin Phillips, Ron Paul, or, God help us, Pat Buchanan? And they are celebrities who have some voice and profile in the absurdity of our politics.

There will be chaos in this country and soon and there is no way to prepare for it. It will be inflicted on all of us indiscriminately except for the very rich who can buy escape, though where they will escape to is another question.

Paul
----- Original Message -----
From: Adam L Tucker
To: 'Paul Edwards'
Sent: Sunday, May 18, 2008 12:28 AM
Subject: RE: TRULY THOUGHT PROVOKING

Paul,
To give you some background on me and diamond currency; I have an uncle Pete Grande whom I have turned into the FBI for laundering money through his plastic bag manufacturing company (commandpackaging.com). It turns out that he had a “silent” south African partner that gave him and his official business partner $2million in seed capital back in the late 1980s during the Apartheid which as you know was illegal and immoral. Had they done something positive with the money I may have viewed their ill gotten gains differently but they have lived the life of Riley and never looked back. Their business is now worth over $40 million.

My history is no where close to as fascinating as Gary S. Gevisser, and it is his story that is being told on just3ants.com. Not only did he work for DeBeers at the highest levels, but his has deep familial roots in the Jewish Underground and the formation of Israel. This is why he has been the only person permitted to share the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence Report, the same report brought FBI Special Agent Curran came to my front door.

What do you do for a living? Do you have friends that share your point of view? We are trying to prevent the most brutal civil war on our soil and we feel the only way to do so is to educate as many people as possible so that desperation from the collapsed dollar doesn't breed violence.

In all likelihood, Israel will be the one attacking the oil fields mentioned in the Intelligence Report. They have been waiting for an opportunity to stand up with the moral high ground and expose the US government, and now that they have built a strong relationship with China, they have the military support to do so.

Change is on the horizon. When the American Money Culture has no money, they will be forced to fill that void with something else, and hopefully educating them before hand will provide a peaceful transition.

Cheers,
Adam
Wrong button hit. To continue: I have little tolerance for anything that caters to their many and ill-founded prejudices and imaginings. Most Americans haven't a clue about either how much they have been hoodwinked, abused, and screwed in every way, or about how disastrously dysfunctional and perilously close to collapse and implosion this sick pseudo-republic really is now.

Paul

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Adam L Tucker
To: Paul Edwards
Sent: Saturday, May 17, 2008 8:04 PM
Subject: RE: TRULY THOUGHT PROVOKING

Paul,

I agree whole heartedly with what you had to say. I believe the erosion began in 1913 with the issuance of our currency being handed over to JP Morgan and his cronies at the Federal Reserve and then began a precipitous decline when JP Morgan got in bed with Ernest Oppenheimer and formed Anglo-American which later joined with DeBeers to be DeBeers Anglo-American allowing the masses to get hooked on traceable regulated paper currency all the while the ruling elite used their untraceable artificially priced diamond currency to launder funds and buy up everything under the sun.

I have been working very closely with a Jewish South African, Gary S Gevisser who worked for DeBeers in a very senior position because of his uncle David Gevisser who is the current executor of the estate for Charles Engelhard Jr. placing him with controlling shares of Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Inc. Engelhard making his fortune by stealing the gold and platinum from South Africa in exchange for providing DeBeers roots in America after they were determined to be enemies of the state post WWII.

The following is cut and pasted from the nonfiction novel - THE DIAMOND INVENTION
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm

“On August 4, 1974, the Justice Department received information that the "De Beers organization is a large contributor to both political parties and should this investigation get to a stage where cases were actually filed [the antitrust division] would probably receive much political pressure." The informant also disclosed that one major diamond dealer in New York was in "constant contact" with Harry Oppenheimer and was
somehow relaying to him "information on the progress of this antitrust investigation." The diamond dealer in question was further alleged by this source to have "arranged the meeting for Harry Oppenheimer with John Kennedy when Kennedy was President-elect ... at the Carlyle Hotel," and to have served as an intermediary between Oppenheimer and American concerns in a number of deals.”

What do you think of the following Israeli Military Intelligence Report which began under official investigation on April 28, 2008 when this business card from FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson was left at my front door.

"Immediately following the 2008 Olympics in Beijing China, Al Qaeda will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Qatar which will immediately paralyze the United States Economy."

The fact that FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson of the San Diego field office has an ongoing investigation into me and more over the “Terrorist Plot” that is spelled out in the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence Report, but has yet to so much as ask me to stop sharing it brings credibility to the intelligence report as one can only assume that they don’t want to be on the record for trying to suppress this information should the event occurs.

Have you ever asked yourself who benefits from war?

1) Weapons manufacturers – What do they do when there is no enemy to fight?
2) Military – How can they justify their jobs if there is no enemy to defend against?
3) Government – How can they justify taken more power without fear?
4) Banks – They finance all sides of opposition since their only loyalty is to money.
5) Grassroots organizations – They may be “charities” but they are still a business that requires conflict to justify their existence.

The United States comprises some 4.2% of the world’s population yet consumes some 25% of the world’s oil production. This makes our oil supply our greatest vulnerability.

The Israeli Military Intelligence Report is intended to specifically to point out the obvious question of “If Al Qaeda is our enemy, why haven’t they attacked our oil supply?”

Once you get beyond the distractions you begin to see how simple it is to follow the money trail.
1) It is public knowledge that Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Qatar have been linked with funding Al Qaeda, Hezbollah, and just about every terrorist organization.

2) When these terrorist attack foreign countries i.e. Great Britain, United States, Spain, etc. these attacks provoke a military response.

3) Nearly 80% of the cost of said military response i.e. war is spent on fuel.

4) We purchase our fuel from the same countries that fund the terrorists which provoke the military response which results in money flowing into their countries.

We all have family members, friends, or loved ones that are serving in the military, either by choice or by the very contrived economic draft which has the mainly poor who are not stupid but rather misinformed, finding no other option to support themselves but to serve in the military, thus perpetuating a greater economic division in social classes with “lions lead by lambs” into battle.

In the news today - **US soldier refuses to serve in 'illegal Iraq war'**
[http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=080516144757.0ds7otes&show_article=1](http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=080516144757.0ds7otes&show_article=1)

I found this Martin Luther King Jr. speech the other day in which he spoke of the economic draft that occurred just before the official draft for Vietnam; the economic draft back then had the poor mainly black population having no means of supporting themselves “volunteering” for the military so that they could fight for “equality” for the South Vietnamese all the while we still had segregation here on our own soil. He started his speech with, “A time comes when silence is betrayal”

[http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkatimetobreaksilence.htm](http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkatimetobreaksilence.htm)

The purpose of me writing you today is not to convince you of anything for it is your responsibility to see value in to use your own logic to come to your own conclusions.

I hope this finds you well.

Sincerely,
Adam L Tucker
Just3ants.com

P.S. Below is a letter that President Roosevelt sent King Ibn Saud of the Saudi Royal family just a few months after their first meeting on February 14, 1945; just 3 days after the Yalta Conference during which Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin met to divide the “free world”. Three years following this letter, David Ben-Gurion and the Jewish Underground were forced to fight for their survival once again as the Arabs backed by the US and GB fought to push the Jews into the sea. It is also important to remember that the US and GB had trade embargoes on Palestine prior to the expiration of the British occupation, these trade embargoes not only preventing weapons from being brought in by the Jews to defend themselves but also extended to preventing military aged men from entering the country.

**5 April 1945**
GREAT AND GOOD FRIEND:

I have received the communication which Your Majesty sent me under date of March 10, 1945, in which you refer to the question of Palestine and to the continuing interest of the Arabs in current developments affecting that country.

I am gratified that Your Majesty took this occasion to bring your views on this question to my attention and I have given the most careful attention to the statements which you make in your letter. I am also mindful of the memorable conversation which we had not so long ago and in the course of which I had an opportunity to obtain so vivid an impression of Your Majesty's sentiments on this question.

Your Majesty will recall that on previous occasions I communicated to you the attitude of the American Government toward Palestine and made clear our desire that no decision be taken with respect to the basic situation in that country without full consultation with both Arabs and Jews.

Your Majesty will also doubtless recall that during our recent conversation I assured you that I would take no action, in my capacity as Chief of the Executive Branch of this Government, which might prove hostile to the Arab people.

It gives me pleasure to renew to Your Majesty the assurances which you have previously received regarding the attitude of my Government and my own, as Chief Executive, with regard to the question of Palestine and to inform you that the policy of this Government in this respect is unchanged.

I desire also at this time to send you my best wishes for Your Majesty's continued good health and for the welfare of your people.

Your Good Friend,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

His Majesty
ABDUL AZIZ IBN ABDUR RAHMAN AL FAISAL AL SAUD
King of Saudi Arabia
Riyadh

Quite simply, the Arabs had oil and the Jews didn’t.
To: adam@just3ants.com  
Subject: Re: TRULY THOUGHT PROVOKING

Pure bullshit... Free ride, my ass! Look around you and see how many working people you know who are enjoying this "free ride" of yours. Who are they? Where are they?

The only free ride in this sorry country goes to massive corporations and the obscenely rich 1/10 of 1% who screw the country by putting their whores in Congress, and electing sickening, embarrassing morons like Bush to betray with their lies and deceits the interests of uninformed working people.

None of this screw job has a goddam thing to do with Socialism/Communism but has everything to do with Fascism which is corporate control of government, reinforced by a military/police apparatus, and a propaganda machine to keep the electorate afraid and stupid, while the imperialist state rapes and rips off the rest of the world for the profit of its corporate masters in our name.

Our freedoms and civil rights have been taken away not in exchange for a bunch of government benefits but rather for nothing at all for the vast majority who have simply let them be stolen and cancelled by a set of sociopathic criminals out of idiot fear, terrible ignorance, and cowardly passivity.

I don't know who you are but don't bother to send me any more of your nonsense.

----- Original Message -----
From: Adam L Tucker  
To: hgmnude@bresnan.net  
Sent: Saturday, May 17, 2008 5:29 PM  
Subject: TRULY THOUGHT PROVOKING

Here's Another One to Fret over

There was a chemistry professor in a large college that had some exchange students in the class. One day while the class was in the lab, the prof noticed one young man, an exchange student, who kept rubbing his back and stretching as if his back hurt.

The professor asked the young man what was the matter. The student told him he had a bullet lodged in his back. He had been shot while fighting communists in his native country who were trying to overthrow his country's government and install a new communist regime. In the midst of his story, he looked at the professor and asked a strange question.

"Do you know how to catch wild pigs?"

The professor thought it was a joke and asked for the punch line. The young man said that it was no joke.

"You catch wild pigs by finding a suitable place in the woods and putting corn on the ground. The pigs find it and begin to come everyday to eat the free corn. When they are used to coming every day, you put a fence down one side of the place where they are used to coming. When they get used to the fence, they begin to eat the corn again and you put up another side of the fence. They get used to that and start to eat again. You continue until you have all four sides of the fence up with a gate in the last side. The pigs, which are used to the free corn, start to come
through the gate to eat that free corn again. You then slam the gate on them and catch the whole herd. Suddenly the wild pigs have lost their freedom. They run around and around inside the fence, but they are caught. Soon they go back to eating the free corn. They are so used to it that they have forgotten how to forage in the woods for themselves, so they accept their captivity.

The young man then told the professor that is exactly what he sees happening in America. The government keeps pushing us toward Communism/Socialism and keeps spreading the free corn out in the form of programs such as supplemental income, tax credit for unearned income, tax cuts, tax exemptions, tobacco subsidies, dairy subsidies, payments not to plant crops (CRP), welfare, medicine, drugs, etc. while we continually lose our freedoms, just a little at a time.

One should always remember two truths: There is no such thing as a free lunch and you can never hire someone to provide a service for you cheaper than you can do it yourself.

If you see that all of this wonderful government 'help' is a problem confronting the future of democracy in America, you might want to send this on to your friends. If you think the free ride is essential to your way of life, then you will probably delete this email. But God help you when the gate slams shut!

A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have.

-Thomas Jefferson

Join the information rEVOLUTION
http://www.just3ants.com